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nd searched the truck at about 4 P'M in
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presence of E,M and BDO found 55 pacl<ets containing 300 bottles of

phensedyl in each packet totaliing 16500 bottles of phensedyl concealing

in 100 bags of potato which were being transported for commercial

purpose.

2. On receipt of the ejahar (Ext 6) from the

complair-rant with reference to the General Diary entry no. 152 dated

11.12.2017, the In-charge Gerukabari Patrol Post forwarded the ejahar to

the O.C Manikpur Police Station for registering a case and entrusted S.l.

Tilak Ch Kalita for investigation. Accordingly, Manikpur Police Station

case no. 48512017 uls 22 (c) of the NDPS Act was registered. During

investigation he recorded the statement of the witnesses including the

complainant, seized the materials, sent the sample to Forensic Science

Laboratory, Guwahati, amested the accusecl-driver and having found

sufficient materials against the accused submitted charge sheet against

the accused Rashak Muchahary u/s 22(c) of NDPS Act.

aJ. Considering the police report alongwitli documents

furnished under section 173 Cr.P.C and hearing both sides, l-raving found

a prima facie case charge u/s 20(c) of NDPS Act was framed against the

accused Sri Rashak Muchahary. The accused person abjured his guilt

and pleaded to stand for trial.

PAINT FOR DETERMINATION

(i) Whether the accused Rashak Muchahary on

11.12.2017 at about 4 P.M at Gorimori under

4.
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Manikpur Police Station was found in possession of

16500 bottles of phensedyl cough linctus containing

codeine phosphate which the occused was found

transporting towords Guwahoti by truck no. NL 01

K 3934 driven by him in controvention of provision

of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotopic Substances Acr

and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S

22(c) of I{DPS Act ?

During trial, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, plosecution side examined aS many as 12 witnesses ' In

the statement recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C, the accused person denied all the

allegations levelled against him and pleaded innocence. Defence adduced

no evidence.

6. The learned Public Prosecutor Mr Barman,

submittecl that the eviclcnce on record established the guilt of the accused

and no hypothesis of his innocence is possible.

7. Against the above submissions, Mr K. Das the

learned defence counsel has argr-red that the materials on record do not

lead to prove the guilt of the accused person.

5.

oo.

P R OS E C U T I O N E V I D E N C E

Thc evidence of PW 1, (Bechan ChoLrhan), deposed

tl-rat tl-rc ir-rciclent took place about 4/5 months earlier and he was called to

thana where a vehicle was standing and he was asked to unload the
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potato from the truck standing at thana and during unloading he found

55 small white colour gunny bags where small bottles are found beneath

the hundreds number of potato bags. Police seized the bottles and the

truck vide Ext 1. He did not notice who was the driver of the truck'

During cross examination he stated that he did not

know from where the truck was intercepted and he did not know the

registration number of the truck and tl-re truck was standir-rg at the thana

premises.

9. PW 2 (ASI, Sunil Sarkar), deposed that on

10.12.2017 at B P.M O.C of Manikpur P.S. Rostam Raj Brahma came to

the Patrol Post and informed that the truck no. NL-01K-3934 was

coming from Srirampur Gate towards Guwahati and asked the In-

cl-rarge to intercept the truck for checking. Then they arralged Naka

checking to intercept the truck and at 12.00 mid night the O'C and the In-

charge left and he alongwith Uttam Ray and Arjun Ray stayed for

intercept the truck. At 4 A.M the said truck reached and by giving signal

the truck was stoppecl. He informed about it to O.C and In-cl-ralge over

phone. PW 2 further cleposecl that the O'C and In-charge informed the

matter to Magistrate and at about 10.00/10.30 A'M the O.C came,

searched the truck and found 55 numbers of bag inside the hundred

numbers of potato bags contair-ring l-6,500 numbers of phensedyl bottles

and seized the same vide seizure list (Ext 1), seized the documents of the

truck and one mobile phone vide seizure list (E,xt 2), work clone authority

Ietter Ext 3 (uncler objection), prepared the inventory list Ext 4 (under

objectior-r), Sent tl're sample to FSL, recorded the statement of the

witnesses, prepared the s}<ctch r-nap of the place of occltrrence (Ext 5),
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handed over all tl-re matters to I/C Tilok Kalita and as per instruction of

the O.C filed the ejal-rar (Ext 6). He also deposed that initially the

accused truck driver denied but subsequently admitted of phensydyl

bottles in the truck.

During cross examination I're stated that they

arranged naka checking as per instruction of O.C near Gerr-rkabari Out

post and intercepted the truck but there was no written permission from

Superintendcnt of Police or DTO for the Naka checking. He stated that

he did not remember whether he has taken the signature of the accused in

the sample scnt to FSL. He denied the suggestion that l-re being ASI of

Police have no authority to prepare the inventory. He stated tl'rat he was

authorized to prepare the inventory by the DSP (Ha). He denied the

suggestion that he detained the truck illegally and filed the false case

against the accused and deposed falsely ; that he did not seize any

materials from the place of occurrence. He also stated that after arrival

of the O.C and Magistrate the truck was searched at around 11-12 noon.

10. PW 3 (Jhagaru Chouhan), deposed that on

1r.12.2077 at about 11.30 A.M, vDP secretary of their village called him

for unloading of potato bags at Goraimari thana and accordingly he

alongwith B (eight) others unloaded the hundred number of potato bags

weighing 50 kg each and under the potaro bags found 55 numbers of

cartoons containing syrup like bottles and police seized the same

including the truck and potato bags vide seizure list Ext 1.

During cross examination he stated tl-rat he did not

know who and when intercepted the truck. He did not know the number

of the truck and from whom the truck was seized. Police recorded his
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statement. He denied the suggestion that he did not state before Police

that he found 55 numbers of cartoon under the hundred potato bags

weighing 50 Kg each. He denied the suggestion that he did not find 55

numbers of cough syrup bag under the potato bags.

11. PW 4 (Partha Pratim Khanikar, Executive

Magistrate), deposed that on being informed by ti-re O.C. Manikpur P.S

that a truck carriecl some objectionable items he went to Gerukabari

Police Out post and found a truck loaded with potato bags and in his

presence the truck was searched and found 100 bags of potato and 55

packets of phensedyl cartoon and seized the same by the In-charge

Gerukabari Out post vide seizure iist Ext 1 wherein Ext 1(4) is his

signature. S.I, Sur-ril Sarkar made the Inventory list (Ext  ) wherein Ext

 (1) is his signature.

During uoss examination he stated that his

statement was recorded by the In-charge Gerukabari Out post. He did not

remember exactly what number of packets were Sent to F'SL and SHO

(Station House Officer) and he do not remember the registration number

of the truck except that it was Nagaland regislation number.

PW 5 (Haribor Roy), deposed that on 11,12.2017 het2.

I
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went to Gerukabari out Post and saw some potato bags being unloaded

from a truck and there were cartoons under the potato bags. He saw the

driver of the truck inside the lockup and Police told him that person is

the driver of the truck carrying potato and cartoons. He recognized the

accused as the one whom he saw at the Gerukabari Outpost. Police

seized one mobile and the documents of the trtrck from the driver vide
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seizure list (Ext 2) in his presence and later on the truck and the

documents were given zimma to the registered owner.

During cross examination he stated that Police

recorded his statement. He did not know from whom and when tl-re truck

was seized. He went to thana for some work in the morning and as the

work has not completed he went in the evening then Police told him that

the truck was seized ancl asked to put his signature in the seizure list.

PW 6 (Uttam Roy, Constable), deposed that the13.

informant Sunil Sarkar is ASI of Gerukabari Out Post. He knows the

accused. On 11.12.2017 at 4.00 A.M got secret information that a truck

carrying phensedyl was coming from Srirampur towards Guwahati. They

arranged Nal<a checking in front of Gerukabari Patrol Post on National

Highway no. 31, and intercepted the truck bearing no. NL 01K-3934 and

informed the same to O.C. Manikpur Police Station and higher ar-rthority.

In the morning at 10.30 A.M Magistrate alongwith O.C came with

labours and Magistrate instructed to unload the truck and for-rnd 55 nos

of phensedyl bags under the hundred numbers of potato bags which were

seized by tl-re informant. The sample was sent for examination to FSL.

The accused being the driver of the truck admitted of carrying the

phensedyl to Guwahati.

During cross examination he stated that he heard

that permission was taken for the Naka checking from higher authority.

The truck was intercepted at 4.00 A.M and his statement was recorded by

the In-charge Tilok Kalita. Cartoons of Phensedyl and gunny bags of

potato were in the truck. He knows the name of the accused from the

day of seizing tl're truck and there was no man in the trucl< at the time of
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seizure of the truck. He don't remember other than

presence at the time of search of the truck. O.C

accused confessed of carrying phensedyl from Agra

O.C and Magistrate's

Sir told him that the

to Guwahati.

(
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1,4. pW 7 (Arjun Roy, Home guard), deposed that he
knows the accused and on 11.12.2017 at 4.10 A.M he alongwith the
informant ASi, Sunil Sarkar and constable, Uttam Roy (pw 6) were on
Naka checking duty in fro,t of Gerukabari patrol post and during
checking intercepted the truck bearing no. NL 01K_3g34. He deposed
that o.c alongwith the Magisrrate came ar 10.30-11.30 A.M with
labours and unroaded the truck and found s5 nos of phensedyl packets

under the hundred numbers of potato bags. sample of bottles was taken
for forensic examination. The accused present in the dock is the driver
of the truck.

During cross examination he stated that the truck
was intercepted at 4.00 A.M in the morning and it was dark at that time.
The checking was conducted near the outpost and there was no local
man present at the time of interception of the truck and in the morning on
that day tl're truck was taken to thana premises. He denied the suggestion
that no phensedyl was seized from the truck of the accused.

15. PW 8 (Hiren Ch Roy), deposed thar on 1L.12.201,7 at
about 5 P.M he went to Gerukabari patrol post for some work and saw
that some Iabours unloading potato bags ancl some bottles wrapped in
white plastic bags. police seized the trucl<, its ciocuments and one
samsung mobile vide seizure lisr 2 (Ext 2). Ext 2(3) is his signature.

During cross examination he stated that he deals in
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hotel business and the distance from his hotel to patrol post is about half
kilometer. He does not know from whom the truck was seized. He

denied the suggestion that no articres were seized in his presence. He did
not see the seized articles before the Court.

16. PW 9 (Abbas Ali), deposed that he knows the

accused and on 1r.12,2017 at 6.00/6.30 p.M he came to thana and saw

that a truck was standing in the thana and Police seized the truck and its
documents viz registration certificate, insurance certificate, fitness
certificate, pollution certificate, permit ancl clriving licence of the accused

vide seizure list (Ext 2). Ext 2(4) is his signarure. He deposed that potaro

ar-rd intoxicated substance were there in tl,re truck.

During cross examination he stated that his

residence is about 5/6 KM away fronr Gerukabari outpost and he was

called to thana if tl-rere is any case in their village. He does not know the

number of the truck and he does not know the name of the intoxicated

substance which was seized from the truck. The truck was brought from

the road and the documents vtz registration certificate, insurance

certificate, fitness certificate, driving licence were seized. He clenied the

suggestion that no potato bags and intoxicated substance were not seized

from the truck.

17 ' Pw 10 (Gajendra Natrr Deka), Director of F'orensic

Science, Assam deposed that on 16.12.2077 he received a parcel in
connection with Manil<pur Police Station case no. 4BSI2OI7 consist of 10

exhibits in five sealed envelopes of 2 sealed plastic bottles with 100 ml

liquid substance all branded phensedyl. on examination as per Unitecl
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I

Nation Drug Testing Manuar found codeine phosphate and the amount of
codeine phosphate in each exhibit to be 166.2 mg. Ext 6 is l-ris report and

ExtT is the forwarding letter datecl 30.72.2017.

During cross examination he stated that the Director
Forensic science encrorsed him the sampre for examination. He admitted
that he has not verified the price and manufacturer of the bottres and he
has not mentioned the colour of the bottles as well as the colour of the
liquid contained in it. He stated that he has not mentioned the police

case number and General Diary entry number in his report.

18. PW 11 (CI, Rustom Raj Brahma), deposed thar on
10.12.2017 on receiving secret information that truck no. NL 01K-3g34
was carrying phensedyI cough syrllp inside the potato bags from
Srirampur towards Guwahati he went to Gerukabari patrol post and

instructed the In-charge and ASI su.il sarkar (pw 1) ro conduct Naka

checking to intercept the truck and on 1,r.12.2017 ar abour 4.00 A.M on

being intercepted made General Diary enrry vicle no. r47 dated
70'12'2017 and getting information he informed the matter ro Magistrate
and went to Gerukabari patrol post and saw the truck in the compound of
the Gerukabari Patrol post. Labour was engaged to remove the tarpaulin

and the sacks of potato and found s5 sacks containing phensedyl cough

syrup bottles under the beneath of the sacks of potato totalling 16,s00
bottles of different batches. Ext 1 is the seizure list, Ext 6 is the FIR, Ext
9 is the FIR in prinred form in respect of Ext 6 and Ext 10 is the extract

copy of the General Diary enrry no. 147 dated r0.r2.2017.

During cross examination he stated that the ASI,
sunil sarkar was not the then In-charge of Gerukabari patrol post and he

."1/\
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did not inform his superior officer about the receipt of the secret
inforrnation and he did not take permission for holding Naka checking on
the High way. He denied tl're suggestion that 55 sacks containing 16s00
phenlsedyl cough syrup bottles were not recovered from the truck
bearing registration no. NLOiK-3g34 on 71.12.2017 was a concocred
story made out by his subordinatc officer and he deposed falsely.

19. PW 12 (Tilok Ch Kalita), deposed that on IO.I2.I7
he was posted as In-charge Gerukabari outpost and on that day at about
B'00 P'M inspector, Rustam Raj Brahma came and informed that a truck
was carryi.g phensedyl cough syrup from west Bengal side and
accordingly he entered the information vide GD entry no. 147 dated
10.72.2017 and instructed ASI Sunil Sarkar to intercept the truck and to
conduct Naka checking on the National Fligh way in front of the outpost.
He deposed that the ASI sunil Sarkar was the in-charge of the Naka
checking and at around 4.00 A.M on 1r.r2.2017 the truck no. NL 01 K
3934 was intercepted and was brought to outpost and he entered the
information vide GD entry no. 152 dated 71.12.2017 vide Ext 11 (under

objection). He deposed that ASI sunil sarkar after obtaining the

authority from DSp Headquater Bongaigaon in his presence search and

seizure of the truck was done by the Executive Magistrate and during
search 55 packets each containing 300 bottles of phensedyl cough syrup
recovered from the truck and seized the same vide seizure list Ext 1 and

ASI, Sr-rnil Sarkar prcpared the inventory vide Ext 4, filed the FIR vide
Ext 6. He recorded the statement of the witnesses including the accused,

arrested him and sent him to judicial custocly, sent the sampie to FSL for
examinarion, sold the potato for Rs. 10,000.00 and deposited the money
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in tl-re treasury by challan (Ext 12) and on completion of investigation
submitted charge sheet u/s 22(c) of NDpS Act vide Ext 13.

During cross examination he stated that he did not
obtain any written permission from the DTo for conducting Naka
checking on rhe National High way. In tl,re FIR form (Ext 9) the time of
receipt of information was mentioned at 4.00 p.M on rr.72.2077 and the

' -'-''**" initial investigation was done by ASi, Sunil sarkar and seizure,... .",; ,... 
,,.1_,1;i,"r.

'-.. ) \- ..,r,1]\ inventory, sketch map were prepared byASI, Sunil Sarkar. He recorded
\ ;; \ the statement of the seizure witness ASI, Sunil Sarkar and also recordedi'!i the statement of the Inspector, Rustam Raj Brahma where he mentioned

the date of occurrence as on 77.72.2018. He denied the suggestion that
t.to sttch phensedyl bottles were recovered from the truck no. NL 01 K
3934 on rr.rz.20r7. He denied the s.ggestion that the boftles were
already in the Gerukabari outpost and subsequently the same was placed

in the said truck after it was interceptecl. He denied the suggestion that
without proper i,vestigation he filed the charge sheet against the
accused.

20. The prosecution case once again is reiterated and it
is that on 11,.12.2017 at about 4 p.M on the basis of secret information
that the driver accused Rashak Muchahary of truck no. NL 01K 3934

carrying psychotropic substance, i.e phensedyl coming from Bengal side

towards Guwahati was intercepted on the National Highway No.31 at

Gerukabari and the vehicre on being search in presence of Execr-rtive

Magistrate was found having 55 packets containing 300 bottles in each
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packet of pl-rensedyl cough syrup linctus concealed below 100 bags of
potato.

21. The FIR was lodged by ASI, Sunil Sarkar (pW 2)
whose evidence is quite similar to the contents in his FIR (Ext 6).

22. PW 2 was informed by O.C Manikpur police

station, Rostam Raj Brahma on the previous day i.e on 10. r2.2or7 at B

P'M about the truck no. NL OiK 3934 coming from srirampur gate for
which Pw 2 arranged Naka checking and at around 12 mid night, the
o.c (PW 12) and In-charge (pw 11) left. Arongwith pw 2, uttam Ray
(Pw 6) and Arjun Ray (pw 7) were on dury and in the morning at 4 A.M
they intercepted the rruck, informed pw 11 and pw 12 about it and

thereafter the truck was taken to Gerukabari patrol post, where pw 1l
arrived at around 9.00 A.M.

23. As per PW 2 the truck was searched after the arrival
of PW 11 and PW 12 in presence of Executive Magisrrate (pw 4) and
after removing the potato bags 55 packets containing 100 bottles of
phensedyle was recovered, which on counred found 16500 bottles in
total. Each bottle contains 100 ml of cough syrup, sample for
examination by FSL was prepared in presence of witnesses and the

statement of the accused was also recorded. Initially the accused denied
of carrying any such phensedyl but subsequently confessed the same.

Those phensedyl bottres alongwith bags were seized vicre Ext 1 (seizure

list) and vide anothcr seizure list (Ext 2) one mobile hand set and vehicle
documents were seized by pw 2. Ext 3 is the authority letter and Ext 4

(l
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is the inventory, both under objection. Ext s is the sketch map.

24. PW 1 and PW 3 were labourers who alongwith

others unloaded 100 number of potato bags weighing s0 Kg each and

below the potato bags there were s5 number of cartoons containing syrup

bottles. PW 1 and PW 3 have identified their signatures in Ext 1. They

have searchecl the vehicle in the compound of Gerukabai patrol post.

25. The search and seizure is corroborated by pW 4, the

then Executive Magistrate-cum-Assistant commissioner, Bongaigaon

who on 11.12.2017 on being informed by o.c Manikpur police station

and requesting his presence went to Gerul<abari patrol post at around

11.00 A.M, where he four-rd a truck loaded with potato was detained. He

asked o.c to conduct the search and on being searched 55 packets of
phensedyl bottles cartoons were recovered from below 100 bags of
potato. It was seized vide Ext 1 and he identified his signature as Ext
1(4).

26' pw 6 and pw 7 corroborated the fact of they being

on patrolling duty wirh Pw 2 and in the morning of lr.r2.z0r1 ataround

4 A.M intercepted the said truck and at around 10.30 A.M, the Magistrate
and the O.C arrived tl-rere and the labourers unloaded the tmck and found

55 packets of phensedyl bottles below 100 bags of poraro. sample was

taken and the rest of the bottles were kept in the Malkhana.

Contd.....
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PW 5 had been ro the Gerukabari patrol post on that
day in the morning at around and saw truck where from the potato bags
were unloaded and below the potato bags there were some cartoons. The
Police officer showed him the driver of the truck, who was kept in the
lock up and he recognized that driver before the court. police seized one
mobile phone and documents of the vehicle and took his signature in the
seizure list. He identified his signature as Ext 2(2). In his cross
examinatio. he stated that he signed the seizure list in the evening whe.r
he revisited the patror post for some work as told to him by the officer in
the morning.

PW B is a business man and on that day in the
evening at around 5 p.M he had been to Gerukabari patrol post with his
friend Haribor Roy (pw 5). He saw the labourers unroading the potato
bags and saw some white plastic bags containing bottles therein. He put
his signatLrre i, the seizure list by which the police seized one samsung
mobile alongwith documents of truck.

1r)LO.

29.

30.

PW I had been to Gerukabari patrol post at around 6
P.M and Police took his signature in the seizure list in respect of the
seizure of samsung mobile phone and vehicle documents. He identified
his signature as Ext2(4). police has found potato bags ancr drugs.

PW 10, the then Joint Director in the Directorate of
Forensic science Assam received a parcel in connection with Manikpur
Police Station case no. 4BS/17. The parcel consist of 10 exhibits each
containing two seared plastic borties with 100 mr liquid substance and on

Contd.....
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examination he found codeine phosphate of 166.2 mg in each bottles. Ext
7 is his report about his examination and findings thereof.

31. pw 12 is the Investigating office of this case and he

corroborated the above facts. He and pw 2 were informed by pw 11

about the truck carrying phensedyl bottles and instructed to conduct naka
checking to intercept the truck. Ext 10 is the certified copy of General
Diary entry no. 147 dated r0.12.2017 of Gerukabari patrol post made by
PW 12 abour the receipt of secret information of truck no. NL 01K 3934

coming from sriramplrr side carrying phensedyl bottles. This entry was

made by o.c Manikpur police station (pw 11). ASI, sunil Sarkar (pw
2) during Naka checking on 11,.12.2017 at 4 A.M inrercepted the said

truck and brought to patrol post. Ext 11 is the certified copy of General

Diary entry no. 152 dated 1r,12.2017 about the interception of the rruck

containing phensedyl bottles by AsI, Sunil sarkar (pw 2) and staff.

32. From above it is seen that the witnesses corroborated

each other of interceprion of the truck no. NL 0iK 3934 coming from

srirampur side on National Highway at Gerukabari, driven by accused

Rashak Muchahary and the truck on being searched in the compound of
Gerukabari Patrol Post was found cor-rtaining 100 bags of potatos of 50

Kg eacl'r and below that potato there were ss packets of phensedyl

bottles each packer conraining 300 bottles totalling 16s00 bottles and

each bottle containing 100 ml.

It is also in the evidence of pW 11 that there were

Contd....
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55 sacks containing phensedyl cough syrup . pw t has mentioned the

colour of the sack as white. out of the 55 sacks, 29 sacks containing

8700 bottles were of batch no. pHB 7242, 15 sacks containing 4500

bottles were of batch no. pHB 731,s,6 sacks containing 1800 bottles

were of batch no. PHB 7330, 4 sacks containing 1200 bottles were of
batch no. 7335 and one sack containing 300 bottles were of batch no.

PHB 7443.

35.

Defence orgument

(i) Conscious possession not proved ;

(ii) Scarch not made in presence of accused and

signature of accused not taken in the seizure list ;

(iii) ASI himself rhe Invesrigating Officer and the

informant;

(iv) No informant in writing to the superior officer

ai-rd violation of the Section 42 and S0 of the Act.

Learned advocate for the defence referred and relied

the following judgments :

(1998) 2 GLR 319 (SanTib Guprct -vs- Stote of
Assam)
(2003) 3 GLR 176 (DB) (UU -vs- Lotthongliont)

(2008) 2 GLR 17 (Manik Debnath -vs- State of
Assam)
(2008) 5 GLR 813 (DB) (S H tr Vontatringo -vs-
Stote of Mizorom)
(2010) 1 GLR ILB (Chonam Ranjit Meitei -vs-UOI)
(2012) 4 GLR 573 (Bhim Rom & Ors -vs- SC of
Assom)
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(2072) 5 GLR 357 (Ganesh Chetri & ors _vs_ SC ofAssam)
(2013) 3 GLR B}t (Atomd Lotha _vs_ SC of
Assom).
(2016) 4 GLR sz7 ( sorvesh Kumor pondey-vs scof Assom)
(2018) 3 GLR 4SZ (Latruot puii Bowilung _vs_
LtoL)
2018 (S) cLJ 367 ( Sh Zodinmawia _vs_ State ofMizoram)
2018 (5) GLJ 438 (Swopan Mozumdar _vs_ State ofAssam)
2002 scc (crr) 79L ( Beckodan Abdur Rahmon -vs
State of Kerela)
2004 SCC (Crl) 174 (State of WB _vs Babu
Chakraborthy)
(10.05_) SCC (Crl) 1999 (G.Srinivos Goud _vs Srore
of A.P.)
(2013) SCC S02 (Kishan Chond _vs Srote of
I-laryona)
(2018) 2 SCC Z0S (Gorokhnath prasod _vs State ofBihar)
(1998) B SCC 655 (Mohindar Kumor _vs_ The State,
Ponoji, Goa)
(1989) crl J L4Lz ( stote of H.p. -vs- sudarshon
Kumar)
(1998) Crl J 4696 (eurmit Singh _vs_ State of
Punjob)
2002 (I40) ELT 3Bt (patno) (Sotyondro pondey
-vs- Srore of Bihar).

36. The rcarned acrvocate for the defence reried on the
judgmenrs which are basically on section 42, s0,55 and s7 ofthe Act.
These judgments also is on the authorizarion of the police officer who
seized the articles.

Section 42 of the NDpS Act is on the power of the
J/.
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officer of entry, search, seizure and arrest without warrant orauthorization' section 50 pertains the conditions under which search of aperson shall be conducted. section 57 provides reporting of arrest orseizure within 48 hours to immediate superior officer.

?o'ru' Section 42(1) provides power of entry, search,seizure and arrest without warrant or authorization to the officers namedtherein empower in this behalf by a general or special order of the stateGovernment, if he has reason to berieve from personal knowledge orinformation given by any person and taken down in writing with anynarcotic drug or psychotropic substance or controiled substance inrespect of which an offence punishable under this Act has beencommitted . is kept or conceared in any building or conveyance
or enclosed placed, may, between sun rise and sun set (a) enter into andsearch and such building, conveyance or prace ; (b) in case of resistance,
break open any door and remove any obstacre to such entry ; (c) seizesuch drugs, or substance and aI materiars used in the manufacture
thereof and (d) detain and search, and, if he thinks proper arrest anyperson whom he has reason to believe to have committed any offencepunishable under this Act.

39' section 42(2) provicres that where an officer rakesdown any information in writing under sub-section (1) of Section 42 orrecorded the grounds for his berieve under the proviso thereto, he shailwithi, 72 hours send a copy thereof to his immediate official superior.
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40' In compliance of section 42(1), pw 11 being the
Inspector and o.c of Manikpur Police station has himself come down to
the Gerukabari patrol post and made the Generar Diary entry no. r47
dated 70.72.2017 (Ext 10) in respect of the secret information received
about the truck carrying phensedyr bottres. Thereafter, he instructed pw
12 and PW 2 to conduct the Naka checking. pw r2was then In_charge
of Gerukabari parror post at that time and pw 2 was posted in the same
Patrol posr as ASI of porice. pw 2 conducted the Naka checking
alongwith pw 6 and pw 7 and inspecred the truck on the Nationar High
way at abour 4 A.M. Immediately he informed over phone to pw 11 and
PW 12 and thereafter brought the truck ro rhe Gerukabari patrol post.
Being so, he has immediately informed immediate superior authority i.e
PW 11 and PW 12.

41. Conjoint reading of secrion 42(2) with Sect ron 42
(1) makes it clear that Sectio n a2e) needs to be complied with in
relation to section 42(i) only. As the search and seizure in the instanr
case was in pLrblic place the provision of section 42 is not applicable and
being so rhe compliance of Sectio n a\e) is not required.

42. In the instant case this section 42(1) is not applicable
as truck was apprehended on the road, which is a public place. The truck
was taken to the compound of Gerukabari police pator post and
searched there. such search and seizure in public place is covered u/s
43 of the Act.

Section 42 and 43 contemplates to different,,,- :,,.,
I:i:nriaigaot't i

43.
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situations. Section 42 contemprates entry into and search of any
building, conveyance or enclosed place, while Section 43 contemplates a
seizure made in any public place or in transit. Reference in this regard is
made ro the judgment of the Hon,ble supreme court in the case of state
of Horyana vs Jorno, singh reported in (200a)5 scc 1BB.

44. But still the substantial compliance of Section 42 in
tl-ris case also has been complied with as the secret information was
noted (Ext 10), pw 2 inrercepted the truck on the Natio,ar Highway and
informed his superior officers pw 12 and pw 11, brouglit the truck to the
Police post, pw 12 noted down the truck being kept at porice post and
informing the sr-rperior officers vide General Diary entry no. 1s2 dated
71'12'2077 (Ext 11), pw 12 authorized u/s 47(2) of. the Act by Dsp
(Headquater) vide Ext 3, search and seizure being made in presence of
Magistrate (pW 4).

45. Learned defence counsel draws the Court attention
to the cross examination of pw 11, who stated that he did not irform his
superior officer about the receipt of se*et information. pw 11 was the
officer In-charge of the Manikpur Police station at rhat relevant time
and on getting the secret information about the truck carrying phensedyl
cough syrllp bottres went to Gerukabari patror post and instructed
Incharge S.I Tilok ch Kalita (pw 12) and AsI, sunil sarkar (pw 2) to
conduct naka checking to intercept the said truck. General Diary entry
no- 747 dared 10.12.2017 was made (Ext 10). The said enrry was made
by PW 11 himself. Next day morning the truck was intercepred, brought
to the compound of Gerukabari patrol post and on being searched in
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presence of the Executive Magistrate, 16500 bottles of phensedyl cough
syrup were recovered. This search was made after receipt of
alrrhorization retter (Ext 3) issued by the Dsp Headquater, Bongaigaon
on 11'12.2077 with reference to Gerukabari patror post Generar Diary
Entry no. 152 dated 1r.r2.20r7. By the said rerter ASI, Sunil Sarkar
(Pw 2) was autrrorized to search the truck no. NL 01K 3934 which was
detained on suspicion of carrying psychotropic substance and to se ize the
same if found, in presence of the Executive Magistrate. Ext 11 is the
General Diary enrry no. 152 dated 11.r2.2017 made by pw 12 about the
interception of the truck no. NL 01K 3934 carrying psychotropic
substance (phensedyl) and bring the said truck to tr-re patror post.

46' It pursuance to the Generar Diary entry no. 152
dated 11.12.2017, the DSp has issued the authority letter to pw 2 to
search the truck and seized phensedyl bottres if any found, in presence
of the Executive Magistrate. So it impries the interception of the truck
was informed to the DSp and thereby onry he has issr_red the authority
Ierter. PW 4, the Executive Magistrare was accordingry informed and in
his presence the search was conducted by pw 2. The compliance and
information to tl-re immediate officer has been done.

47. After the truck was brought to the patrol post, the
superior aLrthority were informed and DSp Headquater vide authority
letter dated 77.72.2077 (Ext 3) authorizecl pw 2 to conducr the search of
the truck no. NL 01K 3934 detainecr on sLrspicion of carryi,g
psychotropic substance and to seize the same if founcr in presence of the
Executive Magistrate. As per pw 2 o.c, and In-charge sir, i.e pw 11
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and Pw 12 informed the Magistrate and accordingry the Executive
Magistrate (pw 4) came to the patror post at around 11 A.M. pw 11 and
Pw 12 arrived at around 10/10.30 A.M as per pw 2. pw 11 deposed
that he was informed by pw 12 on rr.72.20r7 araround 4 A.M about the
inspection of the truck and accordingry he went there at about 9 A.M and
before going there he informed the Executive Magistrate to go to
Gerukabari patror post. According to pw 12 after the truck was
intercepted and brought to the patrol post he made Generar Diary entry
no' 152 dated rr.r2.2072 (Ext 11) and as per Ext 11, the enrry was made
at 4 A.M by pw 12. pw 12's evidence is that pw 2 obtainecr aurhority
letter from DSP (Headquater) Bongaigaon and thereafter search and
seizure was made in presence of the Execudve Magistrate. pw 2 was
duly authorized by the DSP (Headquater), a Gazetted officer, in rerms of
section 41(2) of the Act and Secrion 41(3) provides that the officer who
is so autl'rorized sub section (2) of Section 41 sha, have a, the powers of
ar-r officer acting u/s 42 of the Act.

48' The evidence of pw 2, pw 11 and pw 12 clearry
establishes that the secret information was noted down on the previous
night at B P.M vide General Diary enrry no. 147 dated 10.12.2017; rhat
after interception of the truck pw 2 informed his immediare superior
authority Pw 11 and pw 12 ; that permission was sought for from DSp,
(Headquater) for search and seizure and same being accorded vide Ext 3
authorizi'g pw 2 for such search and seizure ; that pw 11 informed the
Executive Magistrate (pw 4) and thereafter search and seizure was made
in tl're compound of Gerukabari patror post in presence of pw 4 a,d
recovered 16500 bottres of phensedyl from the truck no. NL 01K 3934

,,1
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driven by the accused Rashak Muchahary who was

alongwith the truck and brought to the patrol post.

compliance of section 42 has been done even otherwise.

apprehended

Substantial

49. The provision of Section. 50 of the Act is not
applicable in this case as because there is no body search. The Hon,ble
supreme court in the case of Birakishore Kour vs store of orrisa
reported in (2000) 9 scc s4r rerying on its judgment by the
constittrtional Bench in the case of State of punjab vs Baldev singh
I(1999) 6 scc 1721 held in Sedion 50 is applicable only in case of body
search. The Flon'ble supreme court in the case of Bardev Singh (supra)
in para 12 says that on its plain reading, section 50 would come into pray
only in the case of search of a person as distinguished from search of any
premises etc. However, if, the empowered officer, witr-rout any
information as contemplates by Section 42 of the Act makes a search or
causes arrest of a person during normal course of investigation into an
offence or suspected offence and on completion of that searcr-r, a

contraband nnder the NDpS Act is also recovered, the requirement of
Sectio, 50 of the Act not attracted. Even otherwise, in this case arso the
provision has been complied with as the search of the truck and seizures
thereafter was made in presenceof the Magistrate.

50. Learned counsei for the accused submitted that the
search was conducted in the absence of the accused and the signature of
the accused is not there in the seizure rist, being so the search and seizure
is illegal and not tenabre. The accused was found driving the truck at
that relevant time and the truck alongwith the driver was taken to the

('
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Patrol Post. Pw 5 had been to the Gerukabari patrol post on L1,.12.2017
for some work and saw the accused being held up in the rock up. He was
told by the Police officer that the accused is the driver of the truck
carrying potato and cartoons and he recognized the accused before the
court while adducing evidence. He has witnessed to the seizure rist (Ext
2) by which the mobile phone and documents of the truck were seized. It
is not the case of the defence that the accused was not the driver of the
said truck and the accused was not apprehended alongwith the truck. The
accused himself admitted in his statement u/s 313 cr.p.c of coming with
the truck loaded with potato from Agra and the truck was intercepted at
Gerukabari and taken to Gcrr:kabari patror post, where he was kept for 1

% hoLrrs and then taken to Manikpur porice station. His plea is that he
has brought 400 bags of potaro weighing 50 Kg each and he doesr not
know about the recovery of phensedyl bottres from the truck.

51. Perusal of the seizure rist, i.e Ext 1 and Ext 2 reflects
the signature of accused Rashak Muchahary in both the seizure rist.
These signatures resembles the signature of the accused given in the
statement recorded u/s 313 cr.p.c. It is also not the case of the defence
that the signatures in Ext 1 ancl Ext 2 are not of the accused or that those
were obtained in some blank paper. one of the seizure witness in Ext 1

is PW 11 himself. Ext 1 pertains to the seizure of the truck arongwith
16500 bottles of phensedyl containing in 55 packets with batch numbers
and 100 potato bags, each weighing s0 Kg. Being so, the identity of the
accused being the driver of that truck is nor in doubt.

As regards the recovery of the phensedyl bottles
52.
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from that truck, the evidence of pw 2, pw 4, pw 1i and pw 12 has

already been discussed above. The search and recovery was done in
their presence. pw 1 and pw 3 were the labourers engaged by the police

to unload the goods loaded in that truck. pw 1 and pw 3 were calied to
the Gerukabari patror post to unroad the potato from the standing truck
in the compound of the thana. As per pw 3 they were eigrrt labourers

who unloaded 100 bags of potato containing 50 Kg each and urder the
potato bags there were 55 carroons syrup like bottles. According to pw
1 there were 5s white colour sacks below potato bags and on the opening
of the sacks there were small bottres inside tr'rose sacks. pw 1 and pw 3

identified their signarures in the seizure list (Ext 1) as Ext 1(1) and Ext
1(3) respectively. The third seizure witness is pw 11, the then o.c
Manikpur Police Station. Ext 1(4) is the signature of pw 4, the then
Executive Magistrate and Assistant commissioner, Bongaigaon in whose
presence the search and seizure were made. According to pw 3 he had
been to Patrol post at around 11.30 A.M and as per pw 4 he reached
there at around 11 A.M. There was no reason for these pws to speak
falsely about search and seizure. There was no r:eason for the police to
place 55 packets co.rtaining 16s00 phensedyl bottles below 100 packets
of potato in tliat truck and there can be no reason for the porice to do so.

There was even no time in berwee, the interception of the truck on trre
Highway ar about 4 A.M and before arrival of pw 4 at about 11 A.M/
Pw 11 and pw 12 reached earrier. The accused was at the patrol post

during that time. Being so, the recovery of phensedyl bottles from the
trucl< is also established.

Having the search and seizure of phensedyl bottles
53.
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from tl-re truck driven by the accused, it is established that the accused

had the conscience possession of the same. It is not a single packet

containing psychotropic substance or drug, but s5 packets each

containing 300 bottles were found hidden below 100 packets of potato in

that truck. He admitted of carrying potato bags in the truck and those 55

packets containing 16500 bottles were recovered from below potato

bags. Being so tl're onus shifts upon the accused to disprove his

conscience possession of those bottles.
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54. Section 35 and 54 of the Act, no doubt, raises

presumption with regard to the culpable mental state on the part of the

accused has also placed burden of proof in this behalf on the accused. A
bare perusal of the said provision would clearly show that the

presumption would operate against the accused only in the event of the

circumstances contained therein are fully satisfied. The initial burden

exists upon the prosecution and only then when it stands satisfied, the

legal burden would shift. Prosecution is to prove beyond all reasopable

doubt but it is preponderance of probabilities on the part of the accused.

In order to bring home the charge of illegal possession, there must be a

conscience possession of the accused. The word 'conscience' means his

awareness about the particular fact. it is a state of mind which is

deliberate or intended. possession in a given case need not be actual

physical possession and may be constructive i.e having power and

control over the articles in case in question, while the person to whom

physical possession is given holds its subject to that power or control.

once possession is established the person who claims that it was not

conscience possession has to establish it, because how he came to be in
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possession is within his special knowledge.

55' Section 35 0f the Act gives a staturory recognition of
this position because of presumption available in law. similarly is the
position in terms of section 54 of the Act where also presumption is
available to be drawn from the possession of illicit articles. Reference in
this regard is made to the case of Modan Lar and onother vs stote of
Himochol pradesh (AIR 2008 SC 8642 ).
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in the case of State of West Bengol Vs Mir
Maharnmad omar and others (AIR 2000 sc 2gBB), ir was held that if a
fact is specificaily in the knowledge of any person trren the burden of
proving that fact is upon him. It is impossibre for the prosecution to
prove cerrain facts particularly within the knowredge of the accirsed.
section 106 of the Evidence Act is not intended to relief the prosecution
of its burden to prove the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt
but this section wor-rrd apply to cases where the prosecudon has
succeeded in proving the facts from which a reasonabre inference can be
drawn regarding existence of certain other facts, unress the accused by
virtue of his special knowledge regarding such fact, failed to offer any
explanation which might drive the court to draw a different inference.
section 106 0f the Evidence Act is designed to mect certain exceptional
circumstances in which, it would be impossible for the prosecudon to
establish certain fact which are particurarry within the knowledge of the
accused.

From the discussions and reasons thereof, as made

56.

57.
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above, it is established beyond reasonable doubt that the accused was in
conscience possession of 16500 bottles of phensedyl cough s)rrup. Each

bottle contair-ring 100 rnl.

58. Samples were drawn from those 16500 bottles and

20 bottles randomly were taken as sample by pw 2 in presence of pw 4.

Ext 4 is the said inventory dated tl.l2.2ol7 prepared by pw 2 whereby

it is mentioned of seizure of 55 packets containing 16500 bottles of 100

ml each and sample drawn of 20 bottles. Facsimile of the seal of 5

rupees coin was used. Ext 4(1) is the signature of pw 4 in whose

presence the inventory was prepared and samples drawn.

59' Ext B is the report of pw 10, who received the

parcel of Additional Superintendent of police, Headquater, Bongaigaon

sent vide memo dated Ls.L2.20t7. pw 10 received the parcel through
the then Directorate of Forensic science, Assam on 16. 12.2017. The
facsimile of the seal was of Rs. s/- coin. on opening the parcer he found
ten exhibits in five envelope containing two sealed plastic bottles of 100

ml branded phensedyl in each envelope. He marked each envelope as

Ext A, Ext B, Ext c, Ext D and Ext E and marked the bottles inside each
packet as DN-545t2077(a 1) and DN-545/2017(a2) to DN_545 /2077(e7)
and DN-Sa5/2017 (e2). After examination these exhibits gave positive
test for codeine phosphate and the amount of codeine phosphate in each

exhibit was found to be 166.2 mg.

60. Each botle of phensedyl

Codeine Phosphate and the contains of Codeine

contains 766.2 mg of

Phosphate in 16500
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bottles comes to 16500 X 166.2 mg = 27,42,300 mg i.e 2.742 Kg, which
is commercial quantity and punishment for possession of the same is
provided u/s 22(c) of the Act, which provides for punishment with
rigorous imprisonment for a term which is not less than 10 (ten) years

and sliall also liable to fine shall not be less than 1,00,000.00 rupees but

which may extend to 2,00,000.00 rupees.

61. The accused was charged with offence u/s 22(c) of
the NDPS Act. charge framed u/s 22(c) of NDps Act is in case of
commercial quantity of the seized contraband. In this case the

contraband is phesedyle cough syrup. The central Government vide
notification no. so-10s5 (E) dated 19.01.2001 specified the small
quantiry and commercial quantity for the plrrpose of section 2(viia) and

2(xxiiia) of NDPS Act. As per the notification codeine is ar serial no. 28

and the small quantity is 10 gram and commercial quantity is 1 Kg. In
tl-ris case the accused was found possessing and transporting 16s00
bottles of phensedyl containing2.742 Kg ( 16500 x 166.2 mg = 2742300

mg) of codeine which falls under the commercial quantity. Being so, the

offence of accused comes under section 20(c) of the NDps Act, whicl-r

provides for punishment for possession/transportation, etc of codeine of
commercial quantity and the punishment provides is with Rigorous
imprisonment for a terms which is not less than 10 (ten) years but which
may extend to 20 (twenty) years and with fine which is not less than one

lakh rupees but which may extend to rwo lakh rupees.

62. From the foregoing discussion and finding arrived at

it is held thar prosecurion has proved the charge uls 22(c) of the NDps
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Act against the accused Rashak Muchahary beyond all reasonable doubt

and as such the accused is convicted for the said offence.

63. The nature of offence do not entitle the accused for
the beneficial of the provision of the probation of offenders Act or
Section 39 of the NDpS Act.

64. Heard the accused on the question of sentence. His

reply is recorded in separate sheet and kept with the case record.

65. The accused submitted of being the onry earning

member of his family with no landed property and stayi,g in

Government land. considered the explanation so forwarded by the

accused. Going by the subject matter of the case and the role of the

accused as a carrier, minimum punishment prescribed by the Act will
meet the ends of justice.

66. Considering the matters in its entirety and the

accused having been convicted for the offence u/s 20(c) of NDps Act,
1985, the accused is hereby sentenced to undergo Rigoror,rs

imprisonmenr for a period of 10 (ten) years and fine of Rs. 1,00,000.00

(Rupees one lakh ) in defaurt another period of imprisonmenr for one

year.

67. The period already undergone in detention be set off
against the period of sentence in terms of section 428 cr.p.c.
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Given under my hand and the seal of this Court

on the 19'r' day of September, 2019.

li ,+,

(l / -/i!

W'
( Binod (r. Chetri)

Special Judgei""
Bongaigaon

Dictated and corrected bY me,

{, \
\$76ri
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW1-BechanChouhan.
PW 2 -ASI, Sunil Sarkar.
PW 3 - Jhagaru Chor-rhan.
PW 4 -Partha Pratim Khanikar, Executive Magistrate.
PW 5 -Haribor Roy.
PW6-UttamRoy.
PW7-ArjunRoy"
PW B - Hiren Ch Roy.
PW 9- Abbas Ali.
PW 10- Gajendra Nath Deka.
PW 11- CI, Rustom Raj Brahma.
PW 12- SI, Tilok Ch Kalita.

-1 Seizure list.
xt-2 Seizure list.
xt-3 Authority letter (under objection).

-4 Inventory iist.
t -5 Sketch map of the place of occurrence.
t -6 Ejahar.
t 7- Forwarding letrer dated 29.12.2017.
t B-Letter dated 30.L2.2017 of FSL

xt 9- Printed form of F'lR.
10- Extract copy of GD entry no.l4T dated 1,0.1.2.20L7.
11- G.D entry no. 152 dated II.LZ.ZOIZ (under objection).
12-Treasury challan.
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Special Jr-iclge,

Bongaigaon

Material Exhibit:
Nil
Defence Exhibit:
Nil


